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a b s t r a c t 

Massive video delivery systems employ the HTTP protocol and multiple Content Delivery Networks 

(CDNs), which serve the content to the end-users on behalf of the video providers and guarantee scal- 

ability and Quality of Experience (QoE). In this paper, a Video Control Plane (VCP) is presented which 

monitors the QoE delivered by any of the CDN belonging to its pool and selects the most performing one 

when a new video request is received. The VCP employs a continuously updated prediction of the CDNs 

performances based on the feedback sent by the video clients and computed through a k-NN regression 

algorithm. The proposed VCP has been evaluated through simulations and shows significant performance 

improvement in terms of QoE delivered to the user. 
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1. Introduction 

The amount of video content that is being distributed over

the Internet is increasing due to the wide diffusion of Smart

TVs, tablets, and smartphones [2] . The growth of video traffic

poses new challenges to video providers. On the one side, they

strive to increase the Quality of Experience (QoE) perceived by

the end users [3–5] , which is a crucial factor influencing user

engagement and thus revenues [4] . On the other side, they are

interested in minimizing the costs of the delivery infrastructure

that is responsible for serving millions of concurrent viewers. Scal-

ability of video delivery systems is guaranteed by Content Delivery

Networks (CDNs), which are globally distributed networks of HTTP

servers deployed in multiple data centers. CDNs serve the content

to the end-users on behalf of the video providers, which are billed

with “pay-as-you-go” pricing plans based on the streamed egress

traffic. After leaving the CDN, the video content is delivered to

the end-user through his access Internet Service Provider (ISP)

network, which in some cases might be interconnected with

peered ISP providers. The end-to-end delivery path may get con-

gested and the decreased available bandwidth may severely affect

the QoE. In order to address such issues, the mainstream approach

is that of the HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) which requires

the video players, running at the client, to implement adaptive

streaming control algorithms. Such algorithms can dynamically
� This is an extended version of the paper [1] . 
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dapt the video bitrate based on the estimated network condi-

ions to maximize the QoE, which is significantly impacted by

layback interruptions (rebuffering events) and low average video

uality [5] . As such, the goal of adaptive streaming algorithms is

o avoid rebuffering events and possibly matching the available

andwidth, which is limited by the CDN egress bandwidth and

he ISP network bandwidth. 

It has been shown that CDNs performances are subjected to sig-

ificant variability, both temporally and spatially [6,7] . The tempo-

al variability of the CDNs performance is due to the time-varying

DN load, which is unknown to video providers. In extreme cases,

he so-called flash-crowd events , the CDN may suffer from a se-

ere performance degradation. The spatial variability is due to fac-

ors such as the geographical regions and ISP to which the user

s connected. Users downloading a video from the same CDN but

hrough different ISPs can experience remarkably different perfor-

ances. Performance variability due to client devices and players

an also be included in this category. Research has mainly focused

n addressing such issues by designing control algorithms to man-

ge internal CDN resources, such as [8–10] . 

In this work, we propose a control algorithm to dynamically as-

ign the optimal CDN based on a QoE prediction algorithm. We

ssume that a video provider has a pool of candidate CDNs avail-

ble for serving the same video content. We have designed a Video

ontrol Plane (VCP) allowing the video provider to monitor the

oE delivered by each CDN and selecting the most performing one

or each new video request. In particular, the second task is per-

ormed by a resource allocation (RA) module. This module employs

 continuously updated prediction of the CDNs performances based

n the feedbacks sent by the video clients. This is required by the

act that video providers are not able to either directly monitor the
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esource states or control resource allocation inside the CDN. The

roposed VCP employs a modified version of the k -Nearest Neigh-

ors ( k -NN), a well-known algorithm employed in machine learn-

ng and regression domains. Differently from other works proposed

n the literature, such as [6] , we have taken a decoupled approach

here the video bitrate adaptation is performed independently at

he client without assistance from the VCP. This approach has sev-

ral important advantages, such as the decrease of communica-

ion exchange between VCP and clients, design and implementa-

ion scalability, compared to the one where the VCP also selects

he video bitrate for each client. We have evaluated the perfor-

ance of the proposed VCP by means of numerical simulations,

ocusing on the QoE prediction algorithm. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 sum-

arizes the related work; in Section 3 we describe the proposed

CP architecture; Section 4 presents the QoE prediction algo-

ithm employed by the VCP; Section 5 discusses the results and

ection 6 concludes the paper. 

. Related work 

This section provides a review of the literature focusing on re-

ource allocation strategies for video streaming services. In partic-

lar we cluster the related work into two categories: (1) studies

ocusing on the optimal selection of CDNs; (2) papers addressing

he resource allocation problem in the Cloud. 

.1. Optimal selection of CDNs 

In [11] the video delivery system employed by Hulu and Net-

ix, two popular online video services, has been studied through

ctive measurements. The work focuses on how Hulu and Net-

ix select CDNs and how each CDN allocate resources (servers)

o serve user requests. Extensive data collection, analysis, infer-

nce and systematic experimentation have been conducted to the

urpose. The main finding is that Hulu distributes user requests

mong the CDNs according to a certain predetermined ratio. The

election of the preferred CDN for a given user does not seem to

ake into account the current network performance between the

ser and the selected CDN. Moreover, Hulu often varies preferred

DNs for each user. Once a CDN is selected, Hulu clients are typi-

ally assigned with the same CDN during the entire length of the

ession even when performance of the CDN degrades. The study

eveals that the CDN is only changed when it is not able to pro-

ide the lowest quality level of the user. Regarding CDNs, authors

nd that CDNs employ varying number of servers at different loca-

ions to provide Hulu content. The same study describes the basic

rchitecture of the Netflix video streaming platform. This is done

y monitoring the communication between the Netflix player and

everal components of the Netflix platform. A large number of Net-

ix video streaming manifest files is collected to analyze how ge-

graphic locations, client capabilities, and content type impact on

he streaming parameters used by Netflix, such as content formats,

ideo quality levels, CDN ranking. The main finding is that Netflix

layers remain attached to a fixed CDN even when the other CDNs

an provide better video quality. An extensive bandwidth measure-

ent study of the three CDNs used by Netflix is performed. The

aper shows that CDN performance changes significantly across

ime and location. In addition some alternative mechanisms to im-

rove video delivery performance by using multiple CDNs are pro-

osed. In particular, it is shown that selecting the best serving

DN based on a small amount of measurements at the beginning

f each video session can provide more than 12% bandwidth im-

rovement over the static CDN selection strategy employed by Net-

ix. Using multiple CDNs simultaneously, an improvement of more

han 50% can be achieved. 
Compared to this work, this paper proposes a QoE-aware re-

ource allocation that takes into account the ISP the user is con-

ected to improve QoE prediction. 

A comprehensive analysis of such an issue is performed in [6] .

he study starts from the observation that there is a mismatch be-

ween the requirements of video streaming and the architecture of

oday’ s HTTP-based video delivery infrastructures, both at the ISP

nd CDN level. Collecting fine-grained client-side measurements

rom more than 200 million client viewing sessions, authors find

hat 20% of the sessions are affected by a rebuffering ratio of more

han 10%, 14% of users wait more than 10 seconds for video to

tart up, more than 28% of sessions have an average bitrate less

han 500 kbps, and 10% of users fail to see any video at all. Au-

hors find that the causes of these performance problems are: (1)

he significant spatial diversity in CDN performance and availability

cross different geographical regions and ISPs; (2) the substantial

emporal variability in the CDN performance and client-side net-

ork performance; (3) poor system response to overload scenarios

hen flash crowd events occur in particular regions or ISPs. 

In [12] the issue of the optimal CDN assignment is tackled by

sing two algorithms: (1) an optimization algorithm executed at

he content publisher to guide content distribution; (2) a simple

lgorithm executed at content viewers to execute local adapta-

ion. Results show that the proposed algorithms reduce publishing

ost by up to 40%. Moreover, according to the experimental results

lient algorithm is able to reduce QoE degradation by 51%. 

Compared to this study, our paper proposes a control plane de-

oupling the problem into two subproblems: the first one, solved

t the clients, strive to adapt to changing network bottleneck avail-

ble bandwidth by means of the adaptive video streaming algo-

ithm; the second one, executed at the Video Control Plane, allo-

ates the user to the CDN that is expected to provide the best QoE

ased on a prediction algorithm. Our proposed approach has the

dvantage of being orthogonal to the implemented adaptive video

treaming strategy. The only additional requirement is that clients

eport some QoE-related feedback to the control plane. 

.2. Optimal resource allocation in the cloud 

The design of an effective control plane for the automatic

esource allocation of a cloud is an important open research topic.

n [13] , by employing time series forecasting methods to predict

he user demand, a bandwidth resource reservation algorithm,

long with a load balancer, is designed. In particular, a bandwidth

uto-scaling facility that dynamically reserves resources from mul-

iple data centers for VoD providers, with several distinct features,

s proposed. The facility tracks the history of bandwidth demand

n each video channel using cloud monitoring services, and pe-

iodically estimates the expectation, volatility and correlations of

emands in all video channels for the near future using time-series

echniques. Moreover, quality assurance is provided by judiciously

eciding the minimum bandwidth reservation needed to satisfy

he demand with high probability. The bandwidth minimization

roblem given the predicted demand statistics as input is formu-

ated, the theoretically optimal load direction across data centers is

erived, and heuristic solutions that balance bandwidth and stor-

ge costs are proposed. Extensive trace-driven simulations based

n a large data set of 1693 video channels collected from UUSee, a

roduction VoD system, over a 21-day period are used to evaluate

he proposed framework. In [14] a model for elastic media stream-

ng service over a public Cloud is presented: authors propose the

irtual Content Service Provider (VCSP) which has the role of

ynamically renting cloud resources by cloud service providers to

djust the bandwidth resources to the user demand. The algorithm

akes explicitly into account the minimization of distribution

osts by deciding which type of instance to rent, i.e. small, large,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed Video Control Plane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The architecture of the resource allocation module. 
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spot. A theoretical model to explore the trade-off between the

procurement cost and the achieved user QoE for cloud-based video

streaming is developed. The problem is formulated as a joint opti-

mization problem of resource provisioning and procurement under

price variety and demand dynamics. An approximate online algo-

rithm, called OPT-ORS, is proposed with an explicitly provable per-

formance upper bound. Low complexity is ensured by exploiting

the structural properties of the optimal solution. Extensive trace-

driven simulations have been conducted to verify its effectiveness.

In [10] proposed a central controller for resource allocation (RAC)

which automatically throttles the number of active machines in a

Cloud-based adaptive streaming delivery system to adapt to the

user workload with the goal of obtaining a high video quality

while minimizing delivery costs. The proposed controller has been

implemented in a discrete event simulator and, using a realistic

workload, a comparison with two other controllers has been

carried out. The results have shown that the proposed controller

is able to deliver a high video quality to the users while contain-

ing the delivery costs. In particular, it has been shown that the

proposed controller is able to save 33%, 28%, and 10% of the dis-

tribution costs compared to the static controller, the feed forward

controller, and a version of the RAC without predictor respectively.

Compared to the described works, the present paper proposes

an algorithm to optimally assign users to a CDN among the pool

of available CDNs. The proposed system does not need to manage

internal CDN resources, but instead tries to estimate the best per-

forming CDN in terms of expected QoE for each user. 

3. The control architecture 

3.1. The architecture of the Video Control Plane 

The proposed Video Control Plane (VCP) takes a decoupled de-

sign approach which separates the tasks of CDN assignment and

bitrate adaptation. The VCP is responsible for selecting the CDN to

each new user video request, whereas each client is responsible

for selecting independently the video bitrate based on its current

state. In particular, the video provider employs the Dynamic Adap-

tive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) standard to deliver videos to the

users through standard HTTP servers deployed in the CDNs [15] .

According to the DASH standard, videos are encoded into a num-

ber of representations which are characterized by different bitrates

and video resolutions. Each video representation is then divided

temporally into segments (or chunks) of fixed duration. Typical rep-

resentation bitrates vary from few kbps (for low resolutions) up to

several Mbps (f.i, in the case of 4K resolution). In DASH compli-

ant video streaming systems, the client implements in the video

player an adaptive streaming control algorithm to decide for each

segment which representation to be downloaded in order to adapt

to the time-varying end-to-end Internet bandwidth and avoid play-

back interruptions due to buffer depletion. 

The overall architecture of the proposed VCP is shown in Fig. 1 .

The VCP is made of (1) a Monitor ; (2) a Resource Allocator (RA);

(3) a pool of Resources that the streaming platform employs to

stream the videos to the users; (4) Measurement modules placed
t the clients in the video players that send feedback signals. The

oal of the control plane is to provide a system that automatically

elects a CDN for each video request issued by the user with the

im of providing the best Quality of Experience (QoE). Notice that,

s shown in Fig. 1 , once the Resource Allocator selects the best per-

orming CDN in the CDN pool, the client will directly issue HTTP

ET requests to fetch video segments from the CDN suggested by

he RA. 

In the following we present the essential features of each com-

onent: 

• the Measurement module runs on the video players at the

clients and periodically sends measurements through feedback

messages to the Monitor module; 

• the Monitor module processes and stores the feedback messages

received by the video players Measurement modules; the moni-

tor responds to Resource Allocator queries to provide either raw

or aggregated measurements; 

• the Resource Allocator is the module where decisions are made

regarding the allocation of the resources with the aim of maxi-

mizing the QoE; 

• the Resources are not part of the streaming platform and

are mainly composed of (1) storage resources where available

videos are placed and (2) network resources that are used to

deliver the video to the end-users. 

.2. The resource allocation module 

The goal of the resource allocation module is to assign users re-

uests to CDNs based on QoE predictions. Fig. 2 shows the overall

ontrol architecture of the resource allocation module consisting of

hree blocks: the QoE Predictor, the CDN Ranker, and the CDN As-

igner. We recall that this module is placed at the video provider

s shown in Fig. 1 . 

The resource allocation module executes two tasks: CDN rank-

ng and CDN assignment . The CDN ranking is periodically executed

very T s and is responsible for: (1) computing the updated predic-

ion of the QoE for each CDN; (2) ranking the arrays of CDNs for

ach class of users based on the predicted QoE. The CDN assign-

ent is executed upon the arrival of a new user request and is

esponsible for selecting the first CDN of the ranked array corre-

ponding to the class of the user. The first task is executed by the

oE Predictor and CDN Ranker. The second task is executed by the

ser Assigner. 

QoE Predictor. This module predicts, for a given future tempo-

al horizon, the QoE that will be delivered to new users based on

ast and current QoE measurements. The QoE Predictor computes

he expected QoE a given user would obtain with each CDN can-

idate. To the purpose, users are grouped by classes, as detailed in

ection 3 . The module takes as input the feedbacks which are pe-

iodically sent by the clients and gives as output the predicted QoE

n the next temporal horizon. User’ s feedback includes the player
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Table 1 

Matrix of the predicted QoE Q . 

CDN 1 CDN 2 CDN 3 

ISP 1 q 11 = 0 . 9 q 12 = 0 . 5 q 13 = 0 . 95 

ISP 2 q 21 = 0 . 5 q 22 = 0 . 7 q 23 = 0 . 8 

ISP 3 q 31 = 0 . 8 q 32 = 0 . 6 q 33 = 0 . 5 
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tatus (play or pause), the playout buffer length measured in sec-

nds, the bandwidth estimate measured in kb/s, and the selected

ideo level bitrate measured in kb/s. These variables are then em-

loyed to compute the metrics allowing to measure the QoE per-

eived by users. Among the metrics that are commonly considered

n the literature [5,7,16–18] , we consider the rebuffering ratio, the

verage bitrate, the start-up delay, the amplitude and frequency of

ideo level switches. Notice that today it is commonplace for video

lients to periodically send feedback information via HTTP GET re-

uests to the video provider (e.g., YouTube, Netflix). The added

verhead to handle feedback from clients is low considering that:

1) video servers already handle HTTP GET requests issued from

he clients to fetch video segments; (2) the frequency of feedback

s typically lower (in the order of minutes) compared with the fre-

uency of HTTP GETs issued to fetch video segments (in the order

f 2–10 s). Thus, the use of such feedback information does not

ose significant implementation or scalability issues with respect

o simpler algorithms which are not QoE-aware but allows to take

ore informed decision on resource allocation. 

CDN Ranker. This module ranks the available CDNs for each

sers class. The ranking is based on the predicted QoE, provided

y the QoE predictor module. 

User Assigner. This module assigns a CDN to a given user when

 video session is started. The User Assigner serves as the user

ront-end. It takes as input the CDN rank from the CDN Ranker. Its

utput is the CDN assigned to the connection request. When the

onnection request is received, this module extracts from the CDN

ank the best CDN for the given user and performs the assignment.

. The QoE prediction algorithm 

This section describes the proposed algorithm to predict the

oE delivered by each CDN candidate to a newly arrived user,

hich can be cast to a classic regression problem. The key idea

hat we leverage is that the prediction of the value (i.e., the QoE

xperienced by the user) assumed by an object (i.e., the new video

ession) is made based on the values assumed by similar objects

past and current video sessions) in a close temporal horizon. The

ccuracy of such a prediction ultimately depends on the estimated

imilarity between the newly arrived video session and the run-

ing video sessions that are employed for the prediction. Similarity

etween video sessions can be estimated based on factors impact-

ng the QoE, which have been identified in [6] : the CDN streaming

he video, the ISP to which the client is connected, the peering

etween the ISP and the CDN, the geographical region where the

lient is located, the kind of connection (WiFi, 3G, 4G, ADSL, fiber),

he client device and the client player. The higher the similarity of

hese factors between two video sessions, the higher the prediction

ccuracy. 

The proposed QoE Prediction module employs a modified

ersion of the well-known k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) [19,20] , a

imple yet powerful algorithm that is used in several applications

n the context of machine learning, classification, and regression.

n machine learning contexts the aim is to find the class to which

n object belongs based on its characteristics. The key idea behind

-NN is to assign the unknown object to the class to which

he majority of its k most similar neighbors belong. Similarity

etween objects is measured through a distance function, such as

he Euclidean, the Minkowski, or the Hamming distance, which

akes as input the characteristics (or attributes) of the object. In

egression contexts, where the aim is to predict the expected

alue an object will assume, the value of the unknown object is

xpected to be equal to the weighted average of the k most similar

bjects. Weights are usually set as the inverse of the distance. The

eighbors are taken from a set of objects for which the value is

lready known. 
In our implementation we consider two attributes, the CDN and

he ISP. We did not consider secondary attributes, such as the type

f Internet connection, the client device features, since with our

ecoupled approach a fine-grained control loop executing bitrate

daptation runs at the clients. We have employed the Hamming

istance, i.e. the number of attributes at which the correspond-

ng values are different, to measure the similarity between differ-

nt video sessions. With two attributes the Hamming distance be-

ween two different video sessions can assume only three possible

alues: 0 (same ISP and same CDN), 1 (either CDN or ISP is differ-

nt), and 2 (both ISP and CDN are different). For this reason, we

an cast our regression problem to the following one. 

We define a user class as the set comprising users having a dis-

ance equal to 0 from each other, i.e. belonging to the same pair

ISP, CDN). In particular, if we denote with M the number of ISPs

nd by N the number of available CDNs in the pool, we can de-

ne M × N user classes. We denote the user class C i j , i = 1 , . . . , M,

j = 1 , . . . , N, as the set of users belonging to the i th ISP and as-

igned to the j th CDN. Next, for each user class C i j , we can com-

ute the average QoE q ij by considering the QoEs obtained by all

sers belonging to such class. Thus, at each execution step of the

rediction algorithm, the M × N matrix Q = [ q i j ] ∈ R 

M×N can be

omputed. Finally, we predict the QoE a new video request com-

ng from ISP provider i would perceive if the candidate CDN j were

elected by simply extracting the element q ij from the matrix Q .

inally the user is assigned to the CDN whose predicted QoE is the

est possible. Notice that the way the QoE is measured depends on

he explicit feedback provided by the user to the Monitor module

see Fig. 1 ). The actual functional employed to measure the QoE of

 video session is implementation-dependent. 

Table 1 shows an example of a possible situation where three

DN candidates are available and users are connected through

hree different ISPs. If, f.i., a new user connected through ISP 2

tarts a video session, the proposed algorithm would assign it to

he best performing CDN, that in this example is the CDN 3 having

he best QoE for that particular ISP. Thus, in general, a user con-

ected through the ISP I is assigned to the J th CDN, with J com-

uted as follows: 

 = argmax 
j∈{ 1 , ... ,N} 

q I j . 

Some further issues have to be taken into account. The QoE pre-

iction of a given class C i j is statistically significant if a sufficient

umber of video sessions belongs to that class, i.e. the number of

sers in C i j gets above a significance threshold. To the purpose, a

ound robin algorithm is employed to let each candidate CDN reach

he target threshold before using the CDN Assigner driven by the

oE Prediction. 

. Results 

In this section we provide a performance evaluation of the pro-

osed resource allocation strategy by employing a simulator that

e have developed in Matlab. In particular, Section 5.1 describes

he simulation setup, whereas Section 5.2 provides an analysis of

he obtained results. 
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5.1. Simulation setup 

The proposed Video Control Plane has been implemented in a

simulator written in Matlab. The proposed dynamic CDN assign-

ment strategy based on the k-NN prediction technique has been

compared to other algorithms (see Section 5.1.2 ). 

5.1.1. The scenario 

The scenario we consider is composed of one video provider

which streams a live video event by using a pool of CDNs to a large

number of users watching the event. In this paper, the video gener-

ated by the video producer is encoded into five representations at

bitrates r i ∈ R = { 30 0 , 90 0 , 150 0 , 250 0 , 350 0 } kbps . These are com-

monplace bitrate values employed by video streaming platforms

supporting resolution ranging from 320 × 240 up to 1920 × 1080.

Moreover, in this paper we consider each representation divided

into segments of duration equal to 5 s, which is a duration typi-

cally used by video streaming platforms such as Netflix, YouTube,

and Akamai [21] . In this paper, the algorithm ELASTIC [22,23] is

used at the client to control the playout buffer and dynamically

select the video bitrate. The algorithm is designed using a feed-

back control technique known as feedback linearization and is fully

compliant to the DASH standard [22] . In particular, the algorithm

decides the video representation to be downloaded according to

the following control law: 

r k = Q 

(
ˆ b k 

1 − K 1 q k − K 2 q 
I 
k 

)

where (1) r k ∈ R is the video representation chosen by the con-

troller for the download of the k th segment measured in kbps;

(2) q k is the playout buffer level measured in seconds; (3) q I 
k 

is

the integral of the error q T − q k ; (4) q T is the playout buffer target

measured in seconds; (5) ˆ b k is the bandwidth estimate measured

in kbps; (6) Q : R → L is the quantization function returning the

maximum video representation bitrate r ∈ R lower than its input

value; (7) K 1 and K 2 are respectively the proportional and integral

gain. 

In the simulations we consider that the video producer em-

ploys a pool of N = 3 CDNs streaming a live event lasting three

hours to a number of 10,0 0 0 users. The workload is generated as

follows. Each user starts a streaming session at a random start-

ing time during the event and remains connected until the end of

the event. The starting time of the video sessions is uniformly dis-

tributed over the first 148 min of the whole video event duration.

We assume that users are connected through three ISPs, i.e., M = 3

ISPs. Each user is randomly assigned to one of the ISPs according

to a uniform distribution at the beginning of the simulation. The

QoE prediction is executed at each discrete time instant t with a

sampling interval T s . The sampling time T s employed in the simu-

lations has been set equal to 5 min. 

Let us now describe how the available bandwidth for each

video session s is assigned during the simulation. At the t th simu-

lation step, the available bandwidth b s ( t ) each video session s re-

ceives is computed as the sum of two terms: 

b s (t) = b i j (t) + n s (t) . 

b ij ( t ) is the bandwidth component due to the peering between ISP

i and CDN j assigned to the video session, whereas n s ( t ) is the

user-specific component modeling the impact on the video session

of factors such as type of the client connection and client loca-

tion. The component b ij ( t ) is extracted from the B ( t ) matrix, which

models the bandwidth patterns of all the possible pairs (ISP, CDN)

at the t th time instant. Notice that the Video Control Plane does

not have any knowledge on the entries of B ( t ) since in this work

we make the realistic assumption that there is no cooperation be-

tween CDNs and the Video Control Plane. The user-specific compo-
ent n s ( t ) is extracted from a normal distribution with zero mean

nd standard deviation equal to 150 kbps. 

.1.2. The resource assignment strategies 

In order to assess the performance of the resource assignment

f the proposed strategy, we have compared the following four al-

orithms. 

racle (benchmark). The CDN assignment is based on the exact

-priori knowledge of the average bandwidth value for each pair

ISP, CDN), i.e. on the knowledge of the series of matrices B ( t ).

his algorithm is employed as a benchmark to compare the dif-

erent CDN assignment strategies. Obviously, this algorithm is not

mplementable since in practice it is not possible to have an ex-

ct knowledge of B ( t ) without having a cooperation between CDNs

nd ISPs. As such, no other algorithm can perform better than the

racle . 

-NN . This is the proposed QoE-aware strategy that has been de-

cribed in Section 3 . 

lobal . This assignment strategy is based on the QoE prediction

btained by computing the average QoE for each CDN candidate,

ithout taking into account the ISP. Such an approach, compared

o k-NN, is simpler to be implemented. In particular, this strategy

nly requires to group users’ feedbacks based on the CDN assigned

o them. Then, the average QoE is computed for each CDN based

n such feedbacks. Finally, CDNs are ranked bsed on the average

oE and users are directed to the best performing CDN. 

ound-robin . This CDN assignment is not based on QoE predic-

ions. A simple round-robin algorithm uniformly balances the user

equests among the N CDN candidates. Due to its simplicity, this

pproach is widely used in the industry to load-balance among

DN candidates. The clear advantage of round-robin is its imple-

entation simplicity since it does not need any feedback from

sers and no control plane is needed. We have considered this

trategy as the baseline for QoE-aware strategies. 

.1.3. Metrics 

In this work, we measure the QoE as proposed in [7] , i.e.: 

 oE(Q , R ) = Q − R (1)

q. (1) gives a QoE score which depends on two terms: 

1. The rebuffering penalty R = α · RR, where RR is the Rebuffering

Ratio , which is the most important factor impairing the per-

ceived QoE [5,16] . The rebuffering ratio is computed as the ra-

tio between the total time the player has been paused due to

buffer depletion and the total duration of the video streaming

session. 

2. The average video quality Q = β · AB, where AB is the average

bitrate , which is the second most important parameter impact-

ing the perceived QoE [5,16] . The higher the average bitrate, the

higher the visual quality experienced. 

This functional has been obtained with a regression technique

rom a very large dataset containing performance measurements

f millions of video sessions in the Internet. In particular, the

eight α for the rebuffering penalty has been found to be equal

o 3.7, whereas the constant β which weights the average bitrate

s equal to 1/20. The QoE functional (1) expresses that the lower

he rebuffering ratio and the higher the average bitrate, the better

he user’s perceived quality. Notice that, unfortunately, those two

erms are conflicting. In fact, if the adaptive video streaming con-

rollers selects a too high video bitrate it is very likely that the
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Fig. 3. NRMSE for the assignment algorithms based on QoE prediction, k-NN and 

global . 

Fig. 4. Evolution over time of the CDN assignment. 
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ebuffering episodes would occur, ultimately affecting the overall

oE. 

Finally, in order to measure the QoE prediction accuracy, we

ave employed the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE),

iven by: 

RMSE = 

√ 

1 
NM 

∑ M 

i =1 

∑ N 
j=1 (q i j − ˆ q i j ) 2 

q max 
, 

here q ij , ˆ q i j , q max are respectively the predicted, the measured,

nd the maximum possible QoE. Notice, that a zero NRMSE indi-

ates a perfect QoE prediction. 

.2. Results 

We start by investigating the accuracy of the proposed QoE

rediction strategy by measuring the NRMSE, i.e. the distance be-

ween the QoE predicted by the algorithm and the measured QoE.

ig. 3 compares the time evolutions of the NRMSE in the case of

he global prediction strategy and the proposed k-NN . Notice that

he round robin strategy is not included in this comparison since

o QoE prediction is made when using this strategy. The figure

learly shows that the k-NN strategy outperforms the global pre-

ictor since it provides a smaller NRMSE. 

Let us now compare the CDN assignment obtained when us-

ng the considered resource allocation algorithms. Fig. 4 shows the

ynamics of the fractions of per-CDN assigned users of the two
lgorithms. Recall that, since Oracle has perfect knowledge of the

atrix B ( t ) at any given time, it provides the optimal assignment.

otice that, given the matrix B ( t ) employed in this scenario, Oracle

ssigns a small fraction of users to the CDN 2. k-NN, the proposed

trategy, exhibit a very similar behavior, confirming the accuracy of

he k-NN predictor. Global assigns almost all the users to the single

est performing CDN (CDN 1), without taking into account possible

oor performance of the selected CDN with some ISPs . Round-robin

erforms a balanced assignment. Oracle, k-NN, and global keep a

inimum fraction of the users assigned to each CDN candidate to

nable performance monitoring at each time instant. 

We next investigate how the considered CDN assignment

trategies perform in terms of users’ perceived QoE. The Rebuffer-

ng Ratio RR is shown in Fig. 5 . Oracle , k-NN and global algorithms

re able to keep RR below 1% for more than 95% of the users,

learly outperforming the round-robin assignment algorithm. This

esult shows that using a real-time estimate of the QoE can be

eneficial and improve the overall QoE. Observe that k-NN ob-

ains the roughly the same QoE of Oracle and provides better per-

ormance compared to round-robin and global . Interestingly, global

rovides better results with respect to round-robin. This confirms

he need for an accurate prediction algorithm to be guaranteed

hat the performance of the QoE-driven assignment is higher than

he one obtained with simple QoE-agnostic assignment schemes

uch as round-robin . 

We now focus on the measured average bitrate AB which is a

ey parameter that relates to the perceived visual quality. Fig. 6

ompares the measured AB obtained when using the considered

trategies. Round-robin provides an AB higher than 20 0 0 kbps to

nly 20% of the users. The global strategy delivers an average bi-
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trate higher than 20 0 0 kbps to 40%, whereas the proposed strat-

egy k-NN further improves performances and is able to provide a

bitrate higher than 20 0 0 kbps to more than 60% of the users. This

result clearly shows that the assignment algorithm as a high im-

pact on the obtained average bitrate. 

To conclude, we have found that the k-NN algorithm is remark-

ably more accurate than the global algorithm in predicting the QoE

and obtains similar performance as the oracle benchmark. As a

consequence, the proposed strategy is able to improve the overall

QoE, in particular by increasing the obtained average bitrate and

by decreasing the rebuffering ratio of video sessions. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

In this work, we have proposed a Video Control Plane to mon-

itor the QoE delivered to video users by several streaming CDNs

and allow the video provider to dynamically assign CDNs to the

users based on QoE prediction. The CDN assignment is based on

the k-NN regression algorithm, which improves the QoE prediction

accuracy by identifying confounding factors such as poor perfor-

mance of the ISP. The proposed assignment algorithm has been

evaluated through numerical simulations. Results have shown that

the NRMSE, assessing the accuracy of the employed regression al-

gorithm, has been significantly improved with respect to the other

considered algorithms. Moreover, both the rebuffering ratio and

the average bitrate, key QoE factors, have been significantly im-

proved. Future work will analyze the performance of the proposed

control plane when also CDN costs are taken into account. 
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